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      Monthly Newsletter

      Sign Up to get monthly updates about our site content!
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                Notably a new idea in a sea of sequels, reboots, and franchise entries that tend to emanate from Hollywood, IF is an imaginative entry directed by John Krasinski (The Office; A Quiet Place) focused on the conceit of reuniting lost imaginary friends with the children who conceived of them.
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                The recent teaser trailer for Tim Burton’s Beetlejuice Beetlejuice has been garnering a lot of YouTube attention. It’s a simple trailer with three scenes and some slow-moving music. But wow does it ever pack in a lot of visual and musical nostalgia from Beetlejuice - that creepy 1988 fantasy-comedy classic. In case you haven’t seen Beetlejuice, the film’s title character (Michael Keaton) is a ghoulish “bio-exorcist” who emerges from a model village in the attic of a couple named Barbara and Adam.
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                Twisters looks—and sounds—as squarely focused on its subject matter as the original 1996 blockbuster hit, albeit this time of course incorporating the impact of climate change. Throughout the trailer, sound design comes to the fore, with what one might typically consider music taking a back seat to the proceedings.
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          Trailer for Polite Society uses Bobby Saint production track "Cannonball" to great effect https://t.co/PQbYAHWweZ https://t.co/m1mOSiUqAZ

          Mar 1, 2023, 5:16 AM
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          New on the blog: A new track by Jon Batiste is a highlight for the trailer for period drama Marlowe… https://t.co/wPSxt3je53

          Feb 28, 2023, 5:56 PM
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          New on the blog: Danny Elfman's iconic 1989 Batman theme figures heavily in new trailer for The Flash… https://t.co/MCf8yOImLk

          Feb 28, 2023, 3:01 PM
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          New on the blog: Fair Play's trailer takes a subtle but effective approach in its soundtrack supporting the dialogu… https://t.co/STfDY49fMF

          Feb 28, 2023, 2:37 PM
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          New on the blog: We look at the best of 2022 in our annual Trailaurality Awards roundup! https://t.co/pVVrKnJZDd https://t.co/q6qbkIAir8

          Jan 24, 2023, 2:37 PM
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          From the blog: A multitude of musical references across a rich library of games informs and underpins this Super Ma… https://t.co/ji5A5aVIgi

          Jan 24, 2023, 12:39 AM
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